Approved Modem List
Internet Only Cable Modems*
SMC Networks D3CM1604
This broadband modem supports downstream speeds up to 640Mbps and 120Mbps on the upstream.
The extreme speed allows faster streaming HD videos, file downloads and high-speed gaming. The
D3CM1604 is the ideal solution for your house or small home business.
hitron CDA3-35
The CDA3-35 is the perfect choice for cable operators who want to offer high-speed broadband access to
their customer base economically. It delivers speeds of up to 1.2Gbps (32×8) with thirty-two bonded
downstream channels over its DOCSIS interface.
Arris CM3200
The CM3200 is well-suited to the home user – offering the speeds to stream multimedia content to
multiple devices and the responsiveness to keep you “in the game” for online gaming. However, the
CM3200 is also a serious commercial solution, ready to meet the challenging demands of small business.

Cable Modems with WIFI*
Arris SURFboard® Modem & Wi-F® Router SBG6580
High-speed Internet and Wireless N at your fingertips. The SURFboard SBG6580 Wi-Fi Cable Modem is 3
products in one device: DOCSIS 3.0 Cable Modem, Dual-Band 802.11n Wi-Fi Access Point and 4-port
Gigabit Ethernet Router.
Arris DG2470 Wireless Gateway
The Touchstone DG2470 is a DOCSIS3.0 home data gateway supporting 24 x 8 channel bonding for up to
960Mbps of broadband data. It combines a 4-port gigabit router, MoCA 2.0 over coax, and a dual band
802.11ac wireless access point.
Arris TG2472 Wireless Gateway
The Touchstone TG2472 is a DOCSIS3.0 home telephony gateway supporting 24 x 8 channel bonding for
up to 960Mbps of broadband data. It combines two FXS ports of carrier-grade VoIP, a 4-port gigabit
router, MoCA 2.0 over coax, and a dual band 802.11ac wireless access point with battery back-up into a
single integrated device.
Touchstone® DG3270 Cable Gateway
The DG3270 delivers on this performance combined with MoCA2.0 and its superior high power wide
coverage 802.11ac Dual Band Concurrent wireless radios. This feature-packed unit is intended to serve as
the hub of the network, connecting all IP capable devices (Internet, Data, Voice and Video) throughout the
customers premises.
Touchstone® DG3450 Cable Gateway
The DG3450, along with its 4x4 802.11ac Dual Band Wireless radios, offers superior Wi-Fi performance
enabling video over Wi-Fi. The MoCA 2.0 interface with channel bonding enables the creation of a high
performance home network.
Touchstone® TG3452 Cable Voice Gateway
The TG3452 Telephony Wireless Gateway allows unprecedented data rates to bedelivered. The TG3452,
along with its 4x4 802.11ac Dual Band Wireless radios, offers superior Wi-Fi performance enabling video
over Wi-Fi. The MoCA 2.0 interface with channel bonding enables the creation of a high performance
home network.

*32 CH modem required for 100+ Mbps Service

